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Part Three
Character Areas
16. Le Val des Terres

Le Val des Terres Character Area is not only the
road and woodland that give the area its name
but includes La Vallette, Havelet, George Road
and part of Les Vardes
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copyright of the States of
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1.
Summary
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1.1. The special character of Le Val des Terres comes
from a combination of elements which are summarised
below and expanded upon later. Strengths, issues and
opportunities are set out at the end of the Character
Area Appraisal.
1.2. This part of the St Peter Port Conservation Area
Appraisal was endorsed by the Development and
Planning Authority in December 2021.
1.3. Wooded hillsides. Heavily wooded slopes form
a green backdrop to the south part of Town, reflecting
those at Les Cotils in the north and contributing to the
setting of the Hillside Town. Overhanging trees and
changes in level give enclosure.
1.4. Movement. Le Val des Terres road is the main
route and includes two large junctions, the whole
dominated by traffic. Smaller roads to either side are
more pedestrian-friendly and often narrow. Woodland
and cliff paths are quiet and peaceful.
1.5. Use and ambience. The steep undeveloped
slope gives a character change from urban to leafy and
quiet and a boundary to urban development. Buildings
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are predominantly residential. Recreational uses
prevail in the south and east. There are associations
with the sea, views of which link the area with Town.
1.6. Historic interest. Former military and
recreational uses remain evident, in particular in the
south eastern parts of the Character Area.
1.7. Materials. Roofs are slate and pan-tile and walls
are smooth rendered or of dressed stone. Use of local
stone is important in the fortifications.
1.8. Variety of architectural styles. There are a
number of architectural styles dating from different
periods, including Georgian and Victorian terraces and
grand houses in extensive grounds, also influenced by
the military use of this part of Town.
1.9. Typical building form and elements. Buildings
tend to be domestic in scale, of 2 to 3 storeys with
attic rooms, and close to the road which provides
enclosure. Windows are often vertical sliding sashes
with different configurations of panes. The finer grain
of development in the north and west gives way to a
coarser grain to the south and east.
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2.
Introduction
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Location and Setting
2.1. Le Val des Terres Study Area is in the south east
of, and forms part of the boundary of, the Conservation
Area. Between high ground in the south and west and
low levels in the north and east there is a substantial
and sharp change, marked by cliffs and exposed rock
faces but most often wooded and acting as an organic
backdrop to the south end of Town. Natural valleys are
present at Le Val des Terres and Havelet.

Bottom: panoramic view of
part of Le Val des Terres from
Castle Cornet, showing Clarence
Battery, the Bathing Pools,
Belevedere House and beacon
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2.2. The level land of Fort Field continues to the north
of the upper part of Le Val des Terres before dropping
sharply down above Havelet to the level area of the
quays and harbours. The east part of the Study Area
is the start of Guernsey’s cliffs the rock faces of which
form the backdrop to recreational and cultural uses at
La Vallette. Views from elevated land in the south are
important in understanding the form and development
of Town, the Harbour and their defences.
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The layout, topography and
green spaces of Le Val des
Terres
•
•
•
•
•

This area marks the
south boundary of the
Conservation Area
Buildings are mostly
grouped around Havelet and
George Road
Contours show the steep
slope
Greenery is the dominant
feature
Important relationship with
the sea
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History and Development
2.3. There are clusters of pre-1787 buildings at the
top and bottom of Havelet, some with mediaeval
origins, and several larger 18th and 19th century
country houses and cottages lower down the hill.
Havelet was an early route to Town via The Strand.
2.4. Started in the late 18th century in response to
increased risk of French attack, Fort George, supported
by Fort Irwin and the Charlotte and Clarence Batteries,
replaced Castle Cornet as the chief defence of Town
and the Harbour. This lead to residential development
up Hauteville and along George Road, which were a
main route into Town and between Town and the Fort.
2.5. By 1898 the Victorian bathing pools, garden and
promenade had been created at La Vallette, connected
to the rest of Town via plantations at South Esplanade
and Les Echelons. In 1883 the Impressionist painter
Renoir stayed in lodgings in George Road.

Left: Tunnel between La
Vallette and Soldier’s Bay in
the 19th century, until recently
the Aquarium, with Clarence
Battery above
Right: Le Val des Terres under
construction in 1932

2.6. Le Val des Terres was built during the early 1930s.
Its 1935 opening is marked by a commemorative stone.
This new route out of Town lead to ribbon development
along Fort Road and towards St Martin’s.

Both images from St Peter Port
People & Places
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Ambience and Use
2.7. The underlying topography results in the area
becoming shaded quite early in the day, in particular
where it is steepest and buildings crowd or trees
overhang the streets, although morning light spills
through gaps lighting these areas. The sea is important
to this character area, seen in panoramic views from
high ground over the coast and Hillside Town but also in
close proximity and connection with lower-lying land.
2.8. Changes have been rare, the majority of buildings
remaining in their original residential use. Recreational
and cultural uses prevail in the south east and have
strong links with the sea and access to the water, not
least due to the Bathing Pools. There are also the

Left: The relationship with the
sea at La Vallette
Right: Trees and greenery
behind buildings at Havelet
A Study of the Hillside Town can
be found in Part Two
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recently renovated Victorian garden, cliff paths, regular
hill climb motor events and a number of low-key
historic attractions, such as La Vallette Underground
Military Museum. All give a sense of community use in
the south east of the character area.
2.9. Almost all buildings are occupied. Overall,
the level of activity is low and varies with weather,
season and time of day. ‘Rush hour’ - 7:30-9:00 and
16:30-18:00 - affects both vehicular and pedestrian
traffic. Flowers, birdsong and the sound of the sea are
prominent. Collapse of steps up to Clarence Battery
from La Vallette has temporarily compromised access
and so use of that area. The area is generally peaceful
and provides calming amenity and recreation space in
close proximity to densely developed areas.
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3.
Designations
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3.1. Protected buildings. When compared to other
parts of Town, Le Val des Terres has relatively few
protected buildings. Those which are protected are
often imposing buildings, once part of large estates,
and date from the early 19th century or before.
Belvedere House (PB 954), designed for prominence
and military authority, survives at the north end of the
Fort George complex.

Top left: Belvedere House (PB
954) and Field c.1912 (Coysh &
Toms)
Bottom left: Belvedere House
(PB 954) in its green setting,
2021
Top right: Buildings of merit in
George Road
Bottom right: Stone shelter, of
merit, at the Horseshoe pool
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3.2. Buildings of merit. Some buildings do not have
sufficient special interest to be a protected building but
contribute to the character, architectural and historic
interest and appearance of the Character Area. Here,
these tend to be Georgian or Victorian, often terraced,
houses but also include the stone structures of shelters
at the Bathing Pools. These buildings are shown on the
following map.
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3.3. Protected monuments. Evidence remains of
fortifications built to support Fort George: Fort Irwin,
Charlotte Battery and Clarence Battery. The latter is
near-complete and a protected monument (PM 76).
These were built with officers’ quarters, barrack rooms,
married quarters, store rooms, guard houses and
entrance gates. The bastion walls are still prominent.
3.4. Non-protected features. Evidence survives of
the German Occupation. Two tunnels remain from that
era, one linking Havelet and Le Val des Terres and one
at La Vallette, built on behalf of the Occupying Forces.
Remnants of concrete structures survive, for example at
Clarence Battery.

Bottom left: German tunnel at
La Vallette
Top right: Recently revealed
battery at Rue de Belvedere
Bottom right: Trees at Le Val des
Terres
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3.5. Trees and green spaces. There are many trees.
None are protected but they form the back drop to the
south side of Town and are important as a group and
sometimes individually. They are mainly focussed at La
Vallette and on the valley sides of Le Val des Terres and
are designated Sites of Special Significance and Areas of
Biodiversity Importance in the IDP.
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Statutory and non-statutory
designations and features of Le
Val des Terres
•
•
•
•

Protected buildings are
clustered in the west, in
Havelet and George Road
The Bathing Pools are
features in the east
Orange dashed lines depict
walls and steps of the forts
and Victorian gardens
Clarence Battery is in the
south east, in blue
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4.
Streets, Spaces
and Views
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4.1. The Character Area comprises six streets and a
number of footpaths. These have their own character
and are described below. For practical reasons some
are grouped.

Le Val des Terres
4.2. Le Val des Terres is the main road through the
Character Area. It was built in the 1930s and runs
north-south as a wide and busy two-way road with a
pavement. Steeply sloped and winding it was carved
into the natural valley between higher ground at
George Road and Belvedere.

Left: Green space at the junction
with Fort Road enabling views of
the sea over the open fields

4.3. Exposed rock faces in cuttings and the winding,
tree-lined nature of the road give enclosure and show
the underlying landscape and the difficulty of creating
such a route.

Middle: Exposed rock faces and
stone retaining walls provide
enclosure
Right: Winding, tree-lined hill
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4.4. Les Vielles Terres, 2 Les Terres and Les Terres
House – all residential buildings of merit – are the
sole buildings accessed from Le Val des Terres. These
present a single frontage with mansard roofs, dormers
and bay windows toward the north, elevated above the
lower part of the road and set amid trees and behind a
stone wall.
4.5. Le Val des Terres is heavily wooded with
footpaths and fortifications encouraging amenity
use, including vantage points to watch the hillclimb.
There is a rural feel despite its proximity to Town and
the importance of the road. Junctions at the top and
bottom of the hill provide open spaces. At the lower
level the space is dominated by traffic but on the higher
ground, whilst the road and parking are prominent,
fields provide more accessible unenclosed green
spaces.
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Havelet
4.6. Havelet is the old road that winds towards the
east down the steep slope between buildings nestled in
the valley in the north west part of the Character Area.
It is an early route to the south end of the Old Town via
The Strand and widens as one descends.
4.7. Other than Hotel de Havelet, all buildings are
residential and of a mix of styles, generally of two
storeys but sometimes with attic rooms. Changes in
level are used to include an additional floor or step
down the hillside. The overriding character is one
of Victorian cottages and villas and an emphasis on
detailed stone craftsmanship.

Top: Winding, enclosed route
down the hill to Havelet Bay,
pre-dating construction of Le
Val des Terres in the 1930s

4.8. Buildings here tend to front almost directly on to
the road or are behind low boundary walls, sometimes
with metal railings. High stone walls, often retain banks
surmounted by hedges. All of these provide enclosure.
Houses are well-spaced in often terraced gardens and
framed by mature vegetation and the trees on the
hillside make for a picturesque setting.

Bottom: Victorian houses in
Havelet

4.9. Havelet contains several protected buildings and
a number of buildings of merit.
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George Road and Les Vardes
4.10. George Road and Les Vardes, both narrow
one-way streets, climb the hill in the west part of the
Character Area. Running north-south they are parallel
to one another and enclosed by high stone walls, that
on the west side of George Road being a protected
monument (PM 35).
4.11. The east side of George Road is lined by tall,
close-set terraced houses in close proximity to the road.
These step up the hillside. Built in association with
Fort George and in a style associated with the military,
they predominantly date from the early 19th century.
These are of three storeys in height and often have attic
rooms served by dormer windows.
4.12. Two large houses stand behind high stone walls
between these two roads taking advantage of changes
in level and extensive views to the north.
Top: Terraced Georgian houses
in George Road

4.13. There are a handful of protected buildings in
George Road and the terraced buildings are of merit.

Bottom: High stone walls give
enclosure to Les Vardes
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La Vallette

Clarification:
La Vallette is subject of
particular provision in the
General Provisions Ordinance,
2007 (section 3(b)), reflecting
its sensitivity

4.14. La Vallette winds around the base of the
wooded cliffs in the north east part of the Character
Area. Construction of the Bathing Pools and a garden
and promenade at La Vallette in the 19th century
reflect growth in social and leisure pursuits and
tourism during the Victorian period. These social and
community ties continue to be important contributors
to the amenity of Town and the Victorian feel remains.

Left: Victorian garden and onstreet parking at La Vallette
Middle: High tide at the Ladies’
Pool. Work is underway to
provide larger, modern facilities
for recreational and community
use of the Bathing Pools which
are used all year round and at
different times of day
Right: Trees and rock faces give
a sense of enclosure
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4.15. The formal and informal spaces of this area and
transitions between them give a fluctuation between
openness and enclosure. There are few buildings,
all single storey – a restaurant, kiosk and numerous
bathing shelters – along with 19th and 20th century
tunnels. These are all characteristic of the period of
construction and, whilst none are protected buildings,
many are buildings of merit. The relationship of
buildings, uses, spaces and enclosure make this area
particularly special despite the quantity of parked cars.
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Footpaths, forts and cliffs
4.16. Narrow footpaths predominate on higher
ground in the east part of the Character Area and
provide a link between the higher plateau and the
shore. These alternate between narrow spaces
enclosed by tree cover, changes in level and the bastion
walls, and open spaces between vegetation and at
fortifications such as Clarence Battery.
4.17. Buildings relate to the fortifications and
comprise Belvedere House, Clarence Battery, Charlotte
Battery and Barrier Gate along with numerous other
military structures. Belvedere House is a prominent
protected building and Clarence Battery a protected
monument. The remaining structures, with the
exception of the house within Charlotte Battery, are
of merit but not protected. Their striking stonework
provides enclosure. As a group, these buildings give an
extraordinary sense of the military history of the area.
4.18. Within Fort George, Belvedere Field was
formerly a parade ground and is now an informal
meadow giving views north and east over Town, the
harbour and the sea.

Top: Bastion walls and footpaths
Bottom: Clarence Battery
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Views
4.19. The sea plays an important role in character,
often in panoramic views from high ground over the
coastline, Harbour and Hillside Town but also through
its close proximity and connection with the land at
lower levels. Character changes with tides and sea
state. Views towards the sea – of Castle Cornet, the
Little Russell and the other Islands – and over the
hillside town, are little changed since the 19th century.
4.20. Belvedere Field, fields at the top of Le Val des
Terres and Clarence Battery are wide open spaces
with lots of sky and air and near 360ᵒ panoramas,
making these excellent military look-out points. La
Vallette gives 180ᵒ views out to sea from a lower level.
Although more enclosed by vegetation, the cliff paths
give extensive views.
Left: La Vallette from Havelet
slipway
Top right: Belvedere Field
Bottom right: View from La
Vallette to Castle Cornet
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4.21. Changes in level and vegetation cover where
there are bends in the roads open up views through
and out of the Character Area. Sometimes these are
of the Hillside Town but most often are of the sea with
Castle Cornet a focal point.
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Spaces, focal points and
landmarks of Le Val des Terres,
and views into, out of and
through the area
•
•
•

Views are often from high
ground over open fields and
the sea
Connections with the sea
open up at lower levels
between rocky outcrops
The Bathing Pools draw
visitors to the area
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5.
Architectural
Quality, Built
Form and
Important
Buildings
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5.1. The landscape in this area has had a notable
influence on the position and form of buildings: early
developments are less uniform as they were built
opportunistically on level ground; later developments
were planned and climb the slopes.
5.2. Hamlets at Havelet developed by chance and so
are not uniform in construction or position. In contrast,

Nolli-style diagram showing
the influence of topography on
the position of buildings and
the variations in position and
orientation relative to the road
which help to identify age
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planned developments of stand-alone buildings in large
grounds and complementary and designed terraces
of houses, such as the Georgian terrace in George
Road and Victorian terraces in Havelet, are far more
formal. These are behind small yards with low walls
and railings. Gaps between buildings vary and in some
areas the extent of development has been dictated by
remnants of earlier fortifications.
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Architectural Style
5.3. The style of the buildings reflects their age
and the period in which they were built: traditional
houses at the top of Havelet; large Georgian-style
houses standing in relative isolation; Georgian-style
terraces in George Road, and; smaller Victorian-style
houses in Havelet. Former military structures influence
the boundaries of sites. Modern insertions are few.
Occupation-era insertions remain at Fort George and
Clarence Battery.

Left: Buildings with traditional
origins at the top of Havelet
Top right: Aerial photograph of
Charlotte Battery showing new
development within the walls of
the old fort (digimap)
Bottom right: Terraced Victorian
buildings in the lower part of
Havelet
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Typical Built Form
5.4. The majority of buildings face on to the highway.
Only occasionally do buildings have their gables to the
road, although most gables are visible due to bends and
changes in level. High stone walls, low rendered walls
with metal railings and tall gate pillars are a feature.

5.5. The following elements are typical of buildings in
this Character Area:
• Roofs - steeply pitched and at differing levels
• Dormer windows – captains, flat roofed and ridged
• Vertical sliding sash windows – 1-over-1, 6-over-6, in
a regular pattern and of timber or sympathetic PVCu
• Smooth render - moulded door hoods, window
surrounds, string courses
• Local stone - dressed facades; remnants of
fortifications
• Brick - chimneys with clay, often Fareham, pots;
buildings associated with fortifications

Top: Rooflines and windows,
George Road

5.6. Few alterations have been made and these have
been generally sympathetic. For example, window
styles reflect original designs and proportions within
unaltered openings.

Bottom: Buildings on the rear
edge of the pavement and with
small front yards, George Road
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Materials
5.7. Although architectural style varies, there is a
limited palette of materials, including:
• Buildings
Д Walls - local stone, often dressed; smooth render;
occasional use of brick and concrete

Top: Smooth render, mouldings,
timber windows and door of
Havelet House
Bottom left: Stone, brick and
slate at La Vallette

Д Roofs - predominantly natural slate and clay pan-tile;
brick chimneys with clay, often Fareham, pots
Д Windows - timber, often historic and sometimes with
old glass; PVCu generally sympathetic
Д Doors - timber, often historic, some with fanlights;
PVCu generally sympathetic

Bottom middle: Clay tiles and
PVCu windows at Le Coin,
Havelet
Bottom right: Smooth render
and sympathetic modern
windows at 1 George Road
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• Boundaries

• Surfaces

Д Walls - local stone

Д Pavement - tarmac; local stone kerbs, paving and
gutters

Д Railings - metal (decorative and functional)
Д Carriageway - tarmac
Д Natural - stone cuttings; mature vegetation and trees
Д Pathways - earth; hoggin; clay tiles

Clockwise from top left:
Dressed and rubble stone walls
with brick elements at Charlotte
Battery
Metal railings and sign, stone
paving and concrete surfacing at
the Bathing Pools
Tarmac and paving at La Vallette
5.8. Modern materials have been introduced
in places, but for the most part this has been
sympathetically done and is not intrusive.

Stone walls, trees and
earthbanks and earth pathway
near Clarence Battery
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Buildings that contribute to the townscape

Buildings that detract from the townscape

5.9. The following buildings make an important
contribution to the townscape:

5.10. There are no buildings within the Character
Area that detract from the townscape although
the use of red corrugated roofing on shelters at the
Bathing Pools is unfortunate. At the time of writing,
regeneration of the kiosk is underway to provide
modern, extended facilities to support the recreational
and community use of the Bathing Pools.

• Belvedere House – designed for prominence and
military authority it forms a focal point at the bottom
of Belvedere Field, a former parade ground
• Barrier Gate – a transition point between the
wooded area at the top of Le Val des Terres and the
more open area within the former fort
• Bastion walls and Charlotte Battery – prominent
stone walls demarking the extent of the former
fort and constraining the extent of more recent
development

Top left: Barrier Gate at the
entrance to Fort George

• Les Vielles Terres, 2 Les Terres and Les Terres House
– a focal point and vista stop, along with the wooded
hillside, at the south end of Les Echelons

Bottom left: Les Terres House, 2
Les Terres and Les Vielles Terres,
Havelet

• Terrace on George Road – a noteworthy terrace of
buildings recalling development of this part of Town
in association with Fort George
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6.
Traffic and
Movement

Left: Footpath - part of the
popular cliff walk between
Town, Fermain and the south
coast
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6.1. Until the twentieth century, Hauteville and
Havelet were the main routes south out of Town. These
are narrow, with narrow pavements. Construction of
Le Val des Terres during the 1930s opened up vehicular
access from the south and this remains a busy road.
6.2. Over-activity relates to vehicular traffic and
tends to differ with time of day. Other than on the cliff
paths cars feature throughout with sounds, fumes and
amount making speeds appear fast despite the 25mph
limit. An uphill contraflow arrangement in place for
cyclists shares the pavement with pedestrians. Onstreet parking is prominent, particularly at La Vallette,
Havelet, George Road and the north end of Fort Field.
Junctions at the top and bottom of Le Val des Terres
are busy and this prevents easy use by pedestrians,
shunting them to the edges of the highway. Crossings
are informal so traffic predominates.

Right: Junction of La Vallette
with Le Val des Terres and Les
Echelons. The uphill cycle
contraflow uses the pavement
on the far side of the road
providing a safer route for
cyclists and enabling faster
southbound traffic flow
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6.3. Despite traffic and parking, La Vallette feels
geared towards pedestrians with its formal and
informal spaces, walls, steps and cuttings and its
views: it is a popular designed route. Collapsed steps
to Clarence Battery temporarily compromise this
pedestrian route between Town and the cliff paths.
6.4. Uneven surfacing, level changes and narrow
pavements compromise access. However, with the
exception of some parts of the fortifications and certain
areas of surfacing, the condition is good. Car parking
both compromises pedestrian access and contributes to
use of the Pools.
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Movement, quality of spaces
and accessibility of Le Val des
Terres
•

•

There are numerous areas
where pedestrians and
traffic conflict. This affects
the quality of spaces
The many pedestrian paths
lend positively to character
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7.
Strengths,
Issues and
Opportunities

Please note: this part of the
document is subject to change
over time due to the effects of
alterations and development
within and around Le Val des
Terres
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7.1. The area has the following strengths and issues
which present a number of opportunities.

Strengths
• Green, rural backdrop to the south end of Town
which marks the edge of the developed area and
where changes in level and tree cover give enclosure

• Evidence of military and recreational history
throughout, with fortifications prominent and
Victorian uses at La Vallette continuing today

• Panoramic and framed views over Town, the
Harbour and out to sea from high and low levels,
emphasising the importance of maritime links

• Use of local stone and trees in providing enclosure
and continuity throughout, despite changes in grain
of development and from urban to rural

• Natural environment - vegetation, cliffs, beach and
sea - predominate

• Amenity and community value of winding rural
footpaths and well-used recreation spaces often
having close associations with the sea

The Childrens’ and Ladies’ Pools
looking out to Herm, Jethou and
Sark
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Issues
• Overwhelming presence of parked cars, in particular
at La Vallette, and dominance of vehicles, most
particularly at the junctions at the top and bottom of
Le Val des Terres
• Steep slopes, steps and uneven or unpaved
footpaths are an important part of the character but
present challenges in making the area accessible to
people of all ages and ability
• Structural stability of the cliffside and steps at La
Vallette and potential to affect attractions, e.g. La
Vallette Underground Military Museum
Top: Current means used to
prevent accident from falling
rocks. Cliff face and vegetation
remain the prominent features

• Localised dilapidation of surfaces, including damage
at the Bathing Pools and Victorian garden
• Incremental felling of non-protected trees

Middle: Historic steps and
slope are characterful but
compromise access, note
damaged surface
Bottom: parked cars at La
Vallette dominate
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Opportunities
• Investigate alteration to and re-purposing of
structures such as tunnels and stabilising of cliff
faces, including through development, in ways
which enhance the character of the public realm and
respect the historic environment
• Rebalance dominance of main road and vehicles at
junctions and at La Vallette to emphasise walking
and cycling routes through this area as links between
Town and the cliffs and beaches
• Enhancement of all of the Bathing Pools to facilitate
public use and use as a tourist attraction

Top: Victorian archway between
Rue de Belvedere and cliff path,
no statutory protection
Bottom: Victorian Garden at
La Vallette - a public space
elevated above the traffic
and forming part of the route
between Town and the cliffs
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